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ABSTRACT: Hybrid halide perovskites are promising for applications because
of their favorable optoelectronic properties and low cost. Here we investigate
the effects of hydrostatic pressure on the structural and electronic properties of
(MA)PbI3 (MA = CH3NH3

+) using first-principles density functional theory
calculations. Our calculations predict that at a pressure of 0.23 GPa, the
orthorhombic Fmmm phase becomes unstable with respect to a cubic Im3̅
phase, in good agreement with room-temperature experiments (∼0.3 GPa). At
higher pressures, about 6 GPa, we predict the onset of pronounced intra- and
interoctahedral distortions. This symmetry lowering leads to the introduction of
I 5p−I 5p* antibonding and Pb 6p−Pb 6p bonding character into the valence
band maximum (VBM) and the conduction band minimum (CBM) states,
respectively. We find this change in bond character explains the evolution of the
VBM and CBM states under compression, trends that ultimately lead to
metallization at significantly higher pressures.

The application of hydrostatic pressure can induce
significant changes to fundamental properties and
promote the emergence of new properties and

phenomena in materials that are not present under ambient
conditions. In particular, laboratory-achievable pressures can
induce structural phase transitions,1,2 amorphization,3−7

metallization,8,9 superconductivity,10−12 magnetic order-
ing,13,14 enhanced piezoelectricity,7 ferroelectricity,15 and
metal−insulator transitions.16 Accordingly, studies of materials
at high pressures provide fundamental insight into structural,
optoelectronic, and magnetic properties of materials that can
shed light on their performance in applications.
Lead-halide perovskites have been the subject of intense

recent investigation for solar energy applications because of
their strong absorption in the visible spectrum and long carrier
diffusion lengths.17−20 Over the past decade, there has been a
resurgence of interest in understanding their structural and
electronic properties as a function of temperature and pressure.
Previous experiments reported a range of behavior for halide
perovskites under pressure, including pressure-induced phase
transitions,21−30 amorphization,23−26,28 semiconductor−metal
transitions,29,31−33 ferroelectricity,34,35 and topological
order.34,36,37 In particular, in prior work the low-pressure α-
phase of (MA)PbI3, which has been reported as either
tetragonal I4/mcm or orthorhombic Fmmm, has been observed
to undergo a phase transition to an Im3̅ cubic β-phase at room

temperature near 0.3−0.4 GPa;23−25 separate work has also
proposed the appearance of an Imm2 orthorhombic phase at
room temperature at 0.3 GPa.26,27 At somewhat higher
pressures, an amorphous phase has been reported to appear
around 2−3 GPa.23,25,27 Interestingly, this amorphous phase is
reported to form reversibly, with the low-pressure crystalline
phase recoverable upon decompression.23 More interestingly,
it was demonstrated that (MA)PbI3 becomes metallic in its
putative amorphous phase above 60 GPa.38

Prior density functional theory (DFT) calculations of
(MA)PbI3 under pressure have successfully predicted band
gap trends,23,24,26 despite the well-known quantitative short-
comings of DFT within common approximations for
predicting gaps. Despite advances in prior work,23−27,29,34,38

an understanding of the structural and electronic origins of the
pressure-induced phase transitions and structural changes that
lead to metallization in (MA)PbI3 is still lacking. In particular,
the role of the MA ion in predicted pressure-induced phase
transitions is not understood, and the observed nonmonotonic
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band gap evolution38 with pressure has yet to be explained.
Here, we perform DFT calculations of (MA)PbI3 under
pressure, including spin−orbit coupling (SOC), and accurately
predict the α−β phase transition pressure. In addition, our
detailed calculations show that pronounced deviation from
octahedral symmetry and interoctahedral tilting at 6 GPa
dramatically alters the electronic structure of (MA)PbI3,
elucidating a potential route for eventual metallization at
higher pressures.
In Figure 1a,b, we compare the structure of orthorhombic

Fmmm (MA)PbI3 with that of cubic Im3̅ (MA)PbI3 optimized
with DFT at zero applied pressure. We use the generalized
gradient approximation (PBE)39 with SOC corrections for all
DFT calculations. We use previous single-crystal X-ray
diffraction studies23 as a starting point in our structure
relaxations (Figure S2). Experimental studies differ on the
assignment of the ambient-pressure room-temperature phase
of (MA)PbI3, reporting an orthorhombic Fmmm23 phase or a
tetragonal I4cm,40 I4/mcm,20 or I4/m41 phase. According to
our DFT calculations, the orthorhombic and tetragonal phases
are nearly degenerate: the tetragonal structure is merely 1 meV
per formula unit (f.u.) more stable than the orthorhombic
structure, as shown in Figure S3b. Further, previous work23

that accounts for twinning, systematic absences, and non-

ellipsoidal iodide electron density and that includes independ-
ent refinement of Pb−I bond distances recently proposed
Fmmm as the (MA)PbI3 room-temperature phase. On the
basis of these considerations and the near degeneracy of the
Fmmm and I4/mcm phases, we focus on the orthorhombic
Fmmm phase for all calculations at lower pressures in this
work.
For all structural optimizations with DFT, we fully relax both

internal coordinates and unit cell volumes. Calculated lattice
parameters for the Fmmm and Im3̅ phases are given in Table 1
and agree with the experimental values within ±2.5%. In DFT
optimizations of the MA ions in the PbI3 inorganic
frameworks, we use a two-step procedure. Starting with the
experimentally determined MA ion orderings (see Figure S2),
we first relax the MA ions holding the PbI3 inorganic
framework atoms fixed and using the experimental lattice
parameters; with the MA ions initially optimized, we then fully
relax all internal coordinates including the MA ions and the
unit cell volumes. Using this approach, our DFT calculations
successfully reproduce octahedral tilting patterns of the Fmmm
and Im3̅ phases, which correspond to a0a0c− and a+a+a+ in
Glazer notation,42 respectively (Figure 1a,b). Moreover, the
optimized MA ordering we predict for the Fmmm phase is the
same as the nonpolar structure discussed in a previous DFT

Figure 1. Optimized crystal structures of (MA)PbI3 in the (a) orthorhombic Fmmm and (b) cubic Im3 ̅ space groups. (c) DFT-PBE-SOC
total energy (E) as a function of the volume per formula unit. A dotted line indicates the common tangent line between the Fmmm and Im3 ̅
phases. We can see the energy crossover at 239 Å3/f.u. (black arrow). (d) Enthalpy difference (ΔH) between the Fmmm and Im3 ̅ phases as a
function of pressure. A dotted line indicates the enthalpy crossover at 0.23 GPa. We note that vibrational entropy changes are predicted to
have only a small effect on the transition pressure (see Tables S1 and S2 and Figure S1 in the Supporting Information) and therefore are
neglected in the calculations presented here.
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study on this perovskite.43 For the Im3̅ phase, we repeat the
two-step procedure outlined above, noting there are two
inequivalent MA sites at Wyckoff positions (0, 0, 0) and (0.5,
0, 0), as shown in Figure S2b in the Supporting Information
(see also Figure 1b).23 Comparing calculated energetics for
both structures, we find that the Im3̅ phase is unstable with
respect to the Fmmm phase at zero applied pressure. However,
the computed DFT-PBE-SOC energy difference between the
two phases is 8 meV/f.u. Therefore, we might expect a phase
transition occurring under relatively small external perturba-
tions.
To investigate the possibility of a pressure-induced phase

transition between the two structures, we relax the structures
and compute the total energy (E) as a function of the unit cell
volume for the Fmmm and Im3̅ phases. The results are shown
in Figure 1c, and indeed, our calculations predict a pressure-
induced structural phase transition at 0.23 GPa from Fmmm to
Im3̅, obtained from a common tangent line marked with a
dotted line in Figure 1c. Even though the enthalpy difference
between two phases is very small, we can clearly see a
crossover in ΔH with increasing pressure (Figure 1d). Notably,
our prediction agrees well with the experimental value of ∼0.3
GPa.23

We perform a series of calculations to show that the MA
cation arrangement plays a critical role in the phase transition
at 0.23 GPa. Figure 2 summarizes the computed MA binding
energy per MA cation as a function of unit cell volume for
different MA cation orderings. Here, we define the MA binding

energy, MA EB, as the energy required to remove all MA
cations (or one MA cation) from a unit cell, holding the PbI3
framework fixed, i.e., EB = E((MA)PbI3)) − E(MA) −
E(PbI3

−). In computing E(MA), we use a large supercell and
perform a single-point DFT calculation of an isolated MA
molecule, keeping the coordinates fixed to those in (MA)PbI3
at a given volume; in our calculations, we remove a charge
from the system and include a uniform compensating
background. In computing E(PbI3

−), we consider a rigid
PbI3 framework in each case, keeping the coordinates fixed to
those in (MA)PbI3 at a given volume; we add a charge to this
system and include a uniform compensating background.
In Figure 2a, the computed MA EB of the optimized Fmmm

and Im3̅ phases are shown to crossover with compression
(indicated by a dotted line), with the MA EB of the Im3̅ phase
becoming more stable than that of the Fmmm phase at higher
pressure. Interestingly, the crossover volume 236 Å3/f.u.
(dotted line in Figure 2a) is very similar to the phase
transition volume 239 Å3/f.u. (black arrow in Figure 1c)
indicated in Figure 1c, suggesting that the Im3̅ inorganic
framework becomes more favorable for MA cations than that
of Fmmm under pressure. Figure 2a shows the optimized
ordering, consistent with Figure 1c. In Figure 2b,c, we show
computed energetics for the cases when MA cations are
arranged to align in parallel (Ferro-MA ordering) and
antiparallel (Antiferro-MA ordering). In both of these cases,
neither a MA binding energy crossover nor a pressure-induced
phase transition is computed to occur (Figures S5 and S6).
According to our calculations, the MA binding energy is not
simply determined by hydrogen-bonding interactions. In
Figure S7, we show that the computed N−H···I hydrogen
bond length, a proxy for hydrogen bond strength, does not
trend with the energetics in Figure 2. Further studies exploring
the origin of the MA binding energy change under pressure in
more detail would be desirable. As shown in the Supporting
Information, we additionally perform calculations of the two
phases after replacing the MA cation with Cs+. Steric effects are
invoked in relative stability arguments between crystal
structures. However, in previous DFT calculations on halide
perovskites,44 interactions between the MA cations and the
inorganic framework were shown to play a more critical role in
stabilizing the crystal structures of halide perovskites (such as

Table 1. Computed Lattice Parameters of the
Orthorhombic Fmmm and the Cubic Im3̅ Phases of
(MA)PbI3 Compared to the Experimental Values Obtained
at 0 and 0.7 GPa,23 Respectively

Fmmm Im3̅

this work experiment this work experiment

a 12.326 Å 12.498 Å 12.370 Å 12.305 Å
b 12.346 Å 12.518 Å 12.403 Å 12.305 Å
c 12.897 Å 12.601 Å 12.388 Å 12.305 Å
α 88.828o 90° 90.015° 90°
β 90.199o 90° 90.209° 90°
γ 89.895° 90° 89.775° 90°

Figure 2. Computed MA binding energy per MA cation (MA EB) as a function of volume for (a) the optimized MA ordering shown in Figure
1a,b, (b) the parallel-aligned MA cation (Ferro-MA ordering), and (c) the antiparallel-aligned MA cation (Antiferro-MA ordering) cases. A
dotted line in panel a indicates the volume at the crossover.
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(MA)PbI3) than size effects at zero pressure. Moreover, the
high-pressure Im3̅ structure has two different A sites (see
Figure S2b). As we pointed out in ref 23, this structure is
usually adopted by perovskites that contain two different A-site
cations. Hence, a key difference between MA and Cs+ is that
MA can disorder differently and occupy the two different A
sites in the Im3̅ structure. Cs+ cannot do this as a spherical ion.
Thus, it is appropriate to replace the MA cation with Cs+ to see
the role of interactions between the MA cations and the Pb−I
inorganic framework in the phase stability of (MA)PbI3 under
pressure. We find that this inorganic lattice does not exhibit a
phase transition at a similar pressure (Figure S8). Hence, we
can conclude that specific interactions between the MA cations
and the Pb−I inorganic framework are critical in determining
the phase stability of (MA)PbI3 under pressure. Even though

the MA cations are relatively disordered compared to the Pb−I
inorganic framework at room temperature, the different
symmetry-inequivalent MA cations are measured to exhibit
different degrees of disorder, as shown in the X-ray diffraction
data in Figure S2; given the presence of some order, we still
expect our conclusions to be relevant. Moreover, according to
previous phonon calculations,45 soft phonon modes in the 0−
50 cm−1 (=0−6.2 meV) energy range correspond to correlated
phonons of the MA cations and the Pb−I inorganic framework.
In other words, these phonon modes, which are a measure of
interactions between the MA cations and the Pb−I inorganic
framework, are likely to harden under pressure, further
ordering the MA cations. Thus, the optimized MA orderings
shown in Figure 1a,b are expected to be dynamically sampled
at room temperature.

Figure 3. (a) Total density of states (DOS) of the Im3 ̅ phase for different pressures. Zero energy corresponds to the valence band maximum
(VBM) position. (b) The band gaps, (c) valence band maximum (VBM) and conduction band minimum (CBM) positions, (d) average Pb−I
distance (Pb−Iavg), and (e) average Pb−I−Pb angle (ϕavg) of the Im3 ̅ phase are shown as a function of pressure. The experimental values are
obtained from ref 23.
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Next, we examine pathways to metallization by starting with
the cubic Im3̅ unit cell and compressing the volume to simulate
pressures up to 100 GPa. Our optimized lattice parameters and
unit cell volumes of Im3̅ are in good agreement with the
experiment values up to 48.5 GPa23 as shown in Figure S9,
although we see symmetry-lowering structural distortions as a
function of pressure (discussed below). Figure 3a shows the
total density of states (DOS) of this high-pressure phase for
different pressures. The band structures are shown in Figure
S10. At equilibrium volume, the computed DFT band gap of
the high-pressure phase is 0.98 eV, underestimating the
experimental band gap by ∼0.5 eV. Although DFT-PBE is
well-known to underestimate the band gap of semiconduc-
tors,46−49 we can expect qualitative trends to be meaningful, as
has been shown in some previous DFT studies.50,51

We note that our metallization pressure (100 GPa)
overestimates the experimental value of 60 GPa;38 further,
we do not predict the onset of a more rapidly decreasing band
gap above 35 GPa reported in a prior experiment.38 We
attribute these differences to the fact that, at these elevated
pressures, our optimized structures deviate from those in
room-temperature experiments. For example, above ∼3 GPa,
(MA)PbI3 is known to become partially amorphous.23 While
some diffraction peaks from the Im3̅ phase remain at higher
pressures, such as the (200) reflection, a large degree of
amorphous character was observed in the diffraction patterns
where the structure is unknown. The behavior of the
amorphous structure could lead to differences in atomic
positions and electronic structure and therefore different
metallization pressures. Severe changes in structure could also
lead to defects lying close to the VBM or CBM in the band
gap. With a high defect density and subsequent thermal
promotion of defect-derived carriers to the valence or

conduction bands, metallic or semimetallic character could
be induced−potentially at a lower pressure than the band gap
closure expected for a defect-free crystal. Finally, because
compression is no longer hydrostatic at the higher pressures
reached by prior experimental studies, local stresses may
exceed the sample average and could lead to anomalously early
metallization as a function of higher local pressure on certain
domains or grain boundaries.38,52 Further study of the partially
amorphous high-pressure (MA)PbI3 phase as well as assess-
ment of any pressure-induced defects may be necessary to fully
explain the nature of its metallization.
Interestingly, the predicted change in the evolution of the

band gap energy under pressure, at ∼6 GPa, is strongly
correlated with the increasing amplitude of structural
distortions. From Figures 3d,e, 4a, S11, and S12, a large
distortion including both intra- and inter(tilting)octahedral
distortions occurs at 6 GPa, reminiscent of a phase transition.
These distortions are illustrated in Figures 3e (inset) and S12a.
In general, the average Pb−I−Pb angle (ϕavg) decreases with
increasing pressure (Figure 3e). However, ϕavg exhibits a more
significant decrease from 144.1° to 136.5° at 6 GPa. Moreover,
the average deviation (θavg) from the perfect I−Pb−I angle
(90°) within the octahedra significantly increases from 8.8° to
14.0° at 6 GPa (see Figure S12). Concomitant with this
sudden increase in degree of octahedral distortion from 5 to 6
GPa, the average Pb−I bond length (Pb−Iavg) increases from
3.07 to 3.12 Å (Figure 3d) but then decreases with subsequent
compression. The significant intra- and interoctahedral
distortions occurring at 6 GPa alter the electronic properties
of (MA)PbI3, leading to eventual metallization, as we describe
below.
To understand the nonmonotonic trends in band gap and in

the VBM and CBM energies, we note that the bond length

Figure 4. (a) VBM and CBM energies of the high-pressure phase as a function of Pb−Iavg, referenced to the I 1s core level. Dotted lines
correspond to the extrapolated trend lines separately obtained from 0−5 GPa and 7−100 GPa regions. Structures and the orbital interaction
diagrams of the VBM and CBM bands at (b) 0 GPa and (c) 6 GPa. The orbital interaction diagrams of the VBM and CBM bands are
obtained on (004

3
) and (004) planes, respectively, for 0 GPa and on (4

3
00) and (400), respectively, for 6 GPa. These planes are indicated in

the crystal structures. Red and blue lines indicate Pb−I bonds above and below the planes, respectively. The corresponding wave function
contours of the VBM and CBM bands are shown in Figure S14 in the Supporting Information.
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Pb−Iavg decreases by ∼22% between 6 and 100 GPa (Figure
3d) compared with only a ∼10% change in ϕavg over the same
range (Figure 3e). As both the VBM and CBM states consist of
antibonding and nonbonding orbital characters, the Pb−I
bond length shortening generally destabilizes both states
(Figure 4a). However, at 6 GPa we observe different trends
in VBM and CBM energies, indicating that the octahedral
distortion at 6 GPa alters the electronic structure of the high-
pressure phase of (MA)PbI3. At equilibrium volume, the VBM
and CBM states of (MA)PbI3 are mainly composed of Pb 6s−I
5p* and Pb 6p−I 5p* antibonding interactions, respectively, as
shown in Figures 4b, S13, and S14a.44 However, a dramatic
change in octahedral distortion at 6 GPa introduces additional
antibonding and bonding orbital interactions. At the VBM,
previously nonbonding I 5p orbitals begin to interact with each
other to form antibonding I 5p−I 5p* orbitals at 6 GPa (see
partial density of states in Figure S13 and wave function
contours in Figure S14b), adding to the existing antibonding
character of the Pb 6s−I 5p* interactions above that pressure.
In the case of the CBM state, the severe octahedral

distortion induces Pb 6p−Pb 6p bonding interactions (Figures
4c, S13d,e, and S14b), as the structural distortion moves the
iodide atom that bridges Pb1 and Pb2 away from the (400)
plane containing Pb1 and Pb2, although the 4.6 Å distance
between Pb atoms suggests a weak interaction. The presence of
both antibonding Pb 6p−I 5p* and bonding Pb 6p−Pb 6p
interactions in the CBM above 6 GPa leads to a different
energetic trend with pressure from that of the VBM state. In
Figures 3c, 4a, and S11, we can clearly see that the Pb 6p−Pb
6p bonding interaction stabilizesor rather hinders destabi-
lizationof the CBM state above 6 GPa. Conversely, the VBM
state displays a strong destabilization trend, as it is primarily
composed of antibonding interactions. The different trends in
VBM and CBM energies, associated with different degree of
destabilization with pressure, reduce the band gap with
compression, until the gap finally closes at a predicted 100
GPa for the high-pressure phase (Figures 3 and S10). Thus, we
conclude the additional orbital interactions (I 5p−I 5p*
antibonding and Pb 6p−Pb 6p bonding interactions)
introduced by the significant octahedral distortion at 6 GPa
are responsible for the eventual metallization of (MA)PbI3.
In conclusion, we have examined the origins of the pressure-

induced α-to-β phase transition and subsequent metallization
in (MA)PbI3. Our DFT calculations, including SOC,
accurately predict the measured pressure-induced phase
transition from Fmmm to Im3̅. In addition, we show that this
transition originates from the enhanced stability of the MA
cation in the Im3̅ inorganic framework relative to the Fmmm
inorganic framework under pressure. We further showed that
changes in bonding character of the VBM and CBM states
under pressure, owing to intra- and interoctahedral distortions,
can lead to eventual metallization of (MA)PbI3 at higher
pressures. Further experimental investigation of the high-
pressure structure and electronic properties of (MA)PbI3 and
related halide perovskites would be of interest to corroborate
the predictions made here.
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